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he Narendra Modi Government is not happy with the

Reporters Without Borders (RSF) which again placed India

on 142nd rank among 180 countries in the World Press

Freedom Index. Few days back the Information and

Broadcasting Minister Anurag Thakur has said in the

Parliament that the Government did not subscribe to its views and coun-

try rankings. 

The reason for the unhappiness is not difficult to fathom. Stung by the

ever raising adverse ranking the Government has for a year toiled in var-

ious ways to improve the rating. That included a meeting of Ambassador

to France with RSF officials.

Despite the lobbying the ranking has not improved and India

remained as one of the world's most dangerous countries for journalists.

What's more, the RSF report specifically named the Prime Minister as a

head of Government who has tightened "his grip on media". While the

rankings came out in April 2021 another report was released in July

which placed Narendra Modi among 37 heads of Government or State

who are identified as "predators of press freedom". 

That stings naturally. When the index was released in 2020, the then

Union Minister for Information and Broadcast Prakash Javadekar had

tweeted: "Media in India enjoy absolute freedom. We will expose, 

sooner than later, those surveys that tend to portray bad picture about

'Freedom of Press' in India."

Despite the skepticism and negation of foreign watch dog bodies the

Government tried hard to improve the ranking. Failure brought out more

scorn. But the Government has to answer a question as to why it had lob-

bied with RSF for a better rank if it didn't believe in the work of the NGO.

A couple of months after Javadekar's tweet against RSF the Government

extended internet restrictions on media in Jammu and Kashmir which

were already in place for a year. This sums up the attitude of the Modi

Government towards independent media. The RSF report also notes how

Modi's "close ties with billionaire businessmen who own vast media

empires" has helped him spread his nationalist-populist ideology through

continued coverage of his "extremely divisive and derogatory" speeches.

As for the few independent media houses and journalists it is there for all

to see how they are hounded. We can't forget how Vinod Dua faced sedi-

tion charges for criticizing PM Modi or how Kappan is still kept

behind bars for daring to visit Hathras. Instead of crying foul the

Government would do well to let media do its duty without per-

secuting those who refuse to fall in line. Then the ranking will

improve without any lobbying. 

T
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You don't change the course
of history by turning the
faces of portraits to the wall

— Jawaharlal Nehru
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Judge Says New York
Times Can Retain Project
Veritas Memos, for Now

A New York appeals court said the paper did not need to immediately give up
or destroy documents related to the conservative group. The paper is still 

prevented from publishing certain documents

Michael M. Grynbaum

New york State appeals court on Tuesday

temporarily lifted a judicial order requiring

The New york Times to turn over or destroy

copies of legal memos prepared for the con-

servative group Project Veritas, in a case

that has drawn the focus of First

Amendment and journalism advocates.

The stay, issued by the Appellate

Division of New york State Supreme Court,

followed objections by The Times to an

order issued late last week in an escalating

legal dispute between the newspaper and

Project Veritas, which is suing The Times

for defamation.

But one major component of that order,

issued by a trial judge, Justice Charles D.

Wood of State Supreme Court in

Westchester County, will stay in place: The

january 20224
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Times remains temporarily barred from

publishing the Project Veritas docu-

ments. The newspaper said it had not

sought an immediate lifting of that ele-

ment of the order but instead had asked

for an expedited hearing.

The Appellate Division asked

Project Veritas to file its response by Jan.

14, declining the request by The Times

for an earlier deadline.

A lawyer for Project Veritas,

Elizabeth Locke, said on Tuesday that

the group "joined The Times in its very

limited request to maintain the status quo

to allow appellate review because the

proper administration of justice is para-

mount to American democracy, the First

Amendment and the press's freedom

under it."

A Times spokesman said: "We are

pleased that parts of an unconstitutional

order have been stayed, and we look for-

ward to having the Appellate Division

fully vacate the Supreme Court's order."

A.G. Sulzberger, the publisher of The

Times, said in a statement last week that

Justice Wood's order "had no apparent

precedent," adding: "This ruling should

raise alarms not just for advocates of

press freedoms but for anyone concerned

about the dangers of government over-

reach into what the public can and can-

not know."

The Appellate Division reviews

decisions by New york trial court judges,

but the state's highest judicial body, the

New york State Court of Appeals, could

ultimately hear arguments in the case.

The order stemmed from a libel law-

suit that Project Veritas filed against The

Times in 2020 that accused the newspa-

per of defamation.

Unrelated to the lawsuit, the Justice

Department began investigating Project

Veritas and its provocateur leader, James

O'Keefe, for its possible role in the theft

of a diary belonging to President Biden's

daughter, Ashley.

In its coverage of the investigation,

The Times quoted memos prepared by a

Project Veritas lawyer that predated the

libel lawsuit and described strategies for

ensuring that the group's reporting tactics

remained legal. (Project Veritas often

engages in deceptive practices, including

the use of fake identities and hidden

cameras to embarrass liberals, the news

media and others.)

Project Veritas accused The Times of

invading its right to attorney-client priv-

ilege by publishing the documents.

Justice Wood sided with Project Veritas

and ordered The Times to return its phys-

ical copies of the documents and destroy

any electronic copies in its possession.

He also barred The Times from further

publication of the memos.

Ms. Locke, the lawyer for Project

Veritas, said last week that Justice

Wood's order "affirms the sanctity of the

attorney-client relationship," and

accused The Times of being "a vehicle

for the prosecution of a partisan political

agenda." Mr. O'Keefe said The Times

was "blinded by its hatred of Project

Veritas."

First Amendment lawyers and press

advocates have argued that by placing

restrictions on The Times's ability to

report on the activities of Project Veritas,

Justice Wood breached the newspaper's

speech rights and was effectively decid-

ing whom and what The Times could

report on.

In arguing for a stay on the require-

ment that it turn over and destroy docu-

ments, The Times told the appeals court

that such actions "will be impossible to

undo even if this court subsequently

grants The Times's appeal in full, and

thus will in the most literal sense

irreparably harm The Times's ability to

research and report to the public on

Project Veritas."

The Courtesy  

New York Times

T
he Indian Journalists Union (IJU)

has requested the Lok Sabha

Speaker to immediately remove

restrictions imposed on media persons

covering Parliament. In a letter to the

Speaker IJU President K. Sreenivas

Ready and Secretary General Balwinder

Jammu said restrictions on media per-

sons  covering Parliament amounts to

limiting the right to know of the people

of the country. "We all agree that people

are supreme according to the

Constitution. Media plays a vital role in

empowering them with information.

Coverage of proceedings of the

Parliament, the temple of democracy is

one of the most important duties of the

media," the IJU leaders said. The infor-

mation regarding the activities of the rul-

ing party which leads the country’s

administration and the opposition which

scrutinises the acts of the treasury bench-

es should reach the people in full as it

directly affects their lives. Present

restrictions being imposed on media

impair their ability to fulfil that function,

the IJU leaders said. While the limited

access resulted in retrenchments in

media, those who are left to cover the

Parliament are finding it highly difficult

to discharge their professional responsi-

bilities, they said and requested the

Speaker to restore entry of all eligible

journalists into the Parliament 

house while ensuring Covid-19 safety

protocol.

Curbs are Undemocratic 
IJU WRITES TO SPEAKER
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RESTRICTIONS IN PARLIAMENT:

Why only Media?
uring covid pandemic, Parliament, the highest

forum of discussion in our democracy has

become almost inaccessible to media. Even after

relaxation of covid restrictions it remains so for

media. Several appeals to the powers that be

failed to evoke any positive reaction.  As senior

journalist Rajdeep Sardesai said during a previ-

ous protest, "it's almost as if the first estate has

decided that the fourth estate has to be kept out".

The protests against the curbs on media

access to Parliament took a new turn on

December 21. Senior journalist Anant Bagaitkar

resigned as the Secretary of the Media Advisory

Committee to the Rajya Sabha.

The Advisory Committee consists of repre-

sentatives from media organizations accredited

to the Press Gallery of the Rajya Sabha and its

role is to "render advice to the Rajya Sabha

Secretariat regarding admission of various media

organizations to the Press Gallery".

In a letter to M. Venkaiah Naidu, Chairman,

Rajya Sabha, Bagaitkar, former PCI President

claimed he does not see any "meaningful purpose

to serve on the committee" as the demand was

not met, and that the media now has "an impres-

sion that normal access to the parliament is not

possible in the near future".

Covid-19 protocols were put in place in

2020, limiting media access to the House. "We

will be entering 2022 in the next few days. When

6
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the restrictions all over have been either

withdrawn or largely relaxed the media

is still facing restrictions in covering 

Parliament which is the supreme - high-

est representative body of the people in

India", Bagaitkar wrote in his resignation

letter.

Various media bodies such as the

Press Club of India, Editors Guild of

India and the Press Association have

repeatedly asked the Central

Government to restore access to

Parliament for journalists through letters,

tweets, and even a protest march.

Bagaitkar wrote, "Media is an inter-

face between people and Parliament and

the Government and therefore after the

relaxation of the Covid 19 restrictions

media expected pre-covid access to the

Parliament which was a legitimate and

reasonable demand". He stated that this

resignation is "not a protest" but the

"pain of a journalist" which is shared by

all media persons covering the

Parliament.

Currently, the Media Advisory

Committee to the Rajya Sabha has 17

members with Rahul Shrivastava of TV

Today as its chairperson.

Restrictions were first imposed for

the media at Parliament in March 2020

citing the pandemic. Later as the number

of cases went down life has become

almost normal with the Government

removing restriction or relaxing them to

a greater extant. Public places and

Government offices have reopened. But

the curbs on journalists' entry and access

remained. 

After months of wait media persons

approached the Lok Sabha Speaker in

July. They were assured that the restric-

tions would be lifted but the promise did

not materialize. Instead a lottery system

has been introduced.  

Then journalists bodies like Indian

Journalists Union, Press Club of India,

Editors Guild of India, Delhi Union of

Journalists, Press Association, Indian

Women's Press Corps and Working

News Cameraman's Association came

together to raise the issue as the winter

session began on November 29.

These organizations held a protest

march on December 2 in Delhi demand-

ing removal of restrictions on journalists'

entry into Parliament premises. The

protest meet later passed a resolution,

appealing to the Union government in

general and the Speaker of the Lok

Sabha and the Chairman of the Rajya

Sabha in particular to ease off the restric-

tion on journalists' entry into Parliament

with immediate effect.

During the protest several senior

journalists expressed anguish that this

trend of keeping media out will ultimate-

ly put democracy into peril.  S. N. Sinha,

former President, IJU said the

Government wanted to cut the sources of

information for journalists so that the

narrative of only the Government reach-

es the public. "This (restriction on the

entry of media persons into Parliament)

was started in the name of Covid in 2020

but now it has gone too far. I think if it is

not protested now, it will become a tradi-

tion. Media is going to be kept out in the

name of Covid," senior journalist

Rajdeep Sardesai said,

He said that a lottery system being

followed at present to issue passes to

journalists for entry into Parliament is

giving "no access" to the scribes working

with smaller newspapers and added that

covid times require certain norms and

rules, but it cannot reach a state where

journalists were being denied access. 

"If you cut off journalists from 

Parliament, it is going to result in the

information supply line being cut.

Journalists are being treated in an undig-

nified manner. Stopping journalists from

covering Parliament is preventing them

from performing their duty", said

Umakant Lakhera, President of the Press

Club of India.

Later, a joint delegation of journal-

ists' organizations led by the PCI

President submitted a memorandum to

Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla and Rajya

Sabha Chairman M Venkaiah Naidu,

urging them to restore the entry of all

journalists with permanent passes and

sessional passes into Parliament, entry of

journalists into the Central Hall and to

reconstitute the Press Advisory

Committee "at the earliest".

The delegation also demanded the

restoration of the provisions for the long

and distinguished category for journal-

ists "as a mark of honour for their long

service in the profession".

On November 27, the Press Club had

written an open letter to political parties

about the restrictions, appealing to them

to take note of the issue. "We are con-

cerned that there is a depressing trend

emerging to isolate Parliament and 

parliamentarians from media gaze," the

letter said. 

The Trinamool Congress, Leader of

Opposition in Rajya Sabha and Congress

leader Mallikarjun Kharge, and Leader

of Opposition in Lok Sabha and Cong-

ress MP Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury also

lent their support to the protest.
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The writer is 
a senior journalist 

based at Hyderabad 

Shaukat H.
Mohammed

TV Channels Amplify
Genocide calls with

sly 'Talk Shows'

Media

Matters

he third week of

December - when the

weather was cooling down

rapidly across the country

as winter set in - provided

fertile ground for a group

of men who called them-

selves men of god and one woman staking

a similar claim raised the communal tem-

perature with calls for the genocide of

Muslims in India. 

The venue was the city of Haridwar,

Uttarakhand, and the three-day event was

euphemistically called a "Dharma

Sansad" (religious parliament). Speaker

after speaker at the meeting competed

with each other in denouncing the

Muslims as fifth columnists, who were

breeding at a rate faster than the Hindus,

with the sinister design of getting demo-

graphically larger than the Hindu commu-

nity. On and on they went, spinning fan-

tastic tales about the perfidy of the

Muslims. And their solution: Mass mur-

der. 

The one woman at the session

demanded to know whether 20 men

would be prepared to wage war on the

Muslims, killing one lakh of them. The

most blood-curdling of the calls for mur-

der was made by a man called yati

Narsinganand Giri, head of a temple in

Dasna, Ghaziabad district, Uttar Pradesh.

Mr. Giri said Hindus should be ready to

lay down their lives to uproot the religion

of "Islam", which he described as a "can-

cer". Mr. Giri's new BFF, Jitendra

Narayan Singh Tyagi, who was earlier

known as Syed Waseem Rizvi, used the

bully pulpit of the even to heap the choic-

est of abuse on the Prophet Mohammed.

Mr. Tyagi had converted to Hinduism

T
Haridwar cop share a laugh with hate peddlers when they approached him with a

complaint against the whole of Muslim community
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on 6 December, with Mr. Giri conducting

the conversion. Mr Tyagi has gained a

fair amount of notoriety for his procla-

mations on Islam and its Prophet. In fact,

he had filed a petition in the Supreme

Court in early 2021 demanding that the

court excise 26 verses from the Quran,

claiming that those verses advocated vio-

lence against non-Muslims. Rohinton

Fali Nariman, the Supreme Court judge

hearing the petition, dismissed it out of

hand, apart from slapping the then

Waseem Rizvi with a Rs. 50,000 fine for

his pain. Mr. Rizvi then self-published a

book on the Prophet which had numer-

ous obnoxious references to the Prophet

and his personal life. The book, not sur-

prisingly, was released by Mr

Narsinganand Giri.  

The "religious" event was taped

extensively but it was a few days before

the footage made its way to social media,

and from there to the TV news channels.

The footage was red meat for the chan-

nels. 

Barring the honourable exception of

NDTV and its Hindi channel, almost all

the mainstream TV news channels went

into overdrive to whitewash the calls to

genocide by the Haridwar meeting.

Some Hindi news channels began with

an insincere attempt to call out the

speakers about their bigoted calls for

genocide, but swiftly moved to their

comfort zone of "whataboutery" in

which memories of past communal riots

were revived to point accusatory fingers

at the Government of those days. This

dissipated the seriousness of the debate

to pin blame, of which there was much to

go around. 

The most disgusting feature of the

talk shows was that some channels gave

a platform to the Hardwar speakers to

appear to be "fair and balanced". The

venomous woman speaker was seen

speaking to at least three Hindi channels

where she used the air time to revive the

same talking points that she had used in

Haridwar. It was as if the channels were

ordered to do so to further one party's

poll agenda. Any challenge to the speak-

er by other guests on the talk show was

swiftly cut off by the anchor, allowing

the speaker vent her venom, using the

words she used at the Haridwar meeting.

She used the TV platform to repeat her

pusillanimous claim that Mahatma

Gandhi's assassin was a hero. 

Apart from the Haridwar meeting,

another self-styled holy man used an

event in Raipur, Chhattisgarh to run

down Mahatma Gandhi. He has been

booked for his pronouncements, but one

Hindi channel thought it appropriate to

invite this man on their prime time show

to regurgitate his horrid comments on the

'Rashtrapita'. 

As the campaign for the Uttar

Pradesh elections, and elections to four

other Vidhan Sabhas, gathers momen-

tum, we can expect more vicious com-

ments from people who are ordered to

crawl out of the woodwork, say murder-

ous things about minority groups in

India, particularly the Muslim, and then

crawl back into the woodwork. I say

woodwork because except for Jitendra

Narayan Singh Tyagi, who was booked

for his inflammatory rhetoric at

Hardwar, none of the participants have

been indicted or arrested. 

The most disgusting development in

this election season is that many TV

anchors have now taken to identifying

themselves by their community. Indeed,

many appear to be proud that they

belong to one community, and pose

questions to members of other communi-

ties on their programmes from this van-

tage point, jettisoning the fact that a TV

anchor is supposed to be even-handed

and dispassionate in his/her conduct. 

Be set for a thicker miasma of hatred

from the benighted TV media anchors to

ensure that one particular party wins the

Vidhan Sabha elections. They are proba-

bly getting amply compensated for their

trouble. 

The fountain of hate speech: Haridwar Dharma Sansad
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Assam Media:
Sustainability or Credibility? 

The writer is a Guwahati
based journalist and the

country representative to
Press Emblem Campaign,

Geneva

Nava Thakuria

ublic reaction against a 'wrongly

put' news item in any newspaper

or news channel is normal; but

have you heard about public

outrages in social media against

the mainstream outlets for not

covering press conferences by

opposition political parties targeting

the State Chief Minister

for his family's alleged land

grabbing scam? It happened

in Assam.

The organized public

uproar in the alternate media

was so massive that the

celebrity editor-journalists

of Guwahati did not even dare to clarify their

positions as to why they avoided the issue.

What's more, no media persons organisations

or civil society groups came forward defend-

ing the glamorous editor-journalists while they

faced the continued abuse through social

media posts.

It all started with a breaking news story

presented by TheWire and Crosscurrent in the

first week of December 2021, where they

alleged a land grabbing scam against the fami-

ly of State Chief Minister Himanta Biswa

Sarma. The news stories revolved around a

illegal land allotment by the

Government to a real estate

company founded by CM

Sarma's wife. They spoke of an

illegal occupation of around 18

acres of Government land meant

for landless individuals.

Following up on the revela-

tions by the digital media outlets, three politi-

cal parties namely Asom Jatiya Parishad,

Raijor Dol and the Congress organized sepa-

rate press conferences demanding proper

investigation into the alleged land scam by the

P
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Sarma's family. For reasons best known

to the editors of Guwahati newspapers

and news channels, the press confer-

ences were ignored. They remained

unusually silent. 

The issue could have died naturally

after a few days. But a sudden outburst

of anti-media posts in the alternate media

started in the morning of 9 December.

For almost three days, the editors were

named and shamed on social media for

their silence over the issue of the alleged

land grab of Sarma's family. News chan-

nel's logos and photographs of some

celebrity journalists were made viral

with abusive words.

Soon the State Legislative Assembly

began its winter session on 20 December

and as usual the first day's proceedings

were interrupted by the opposition legis-

lators over this issue. They wanted the

assembly to take up the issue for discus-

sion, but speaker Biswajit Daimary did

not allow it. Later the opposition MLAs

staged a walkout in protest. Shockingly

even this development was not promi-

nently published and broadcast by most

of the newspapers and news channels.

Assam Congress President Bhupen

Bora dared Sarma to clarify his stand on

the issue. All the opposition political

leaders demanded a probe by the

Enforcement Directorate and Central

Bureau of Investigation into the alleged

land grab by CM's family. They claimed

that the Chief Minister handed over 18

acres of Government land worth crores

of rupees to his family members without

following any rules purely for personal

gains.

The grand old party of India also

organized a press conference in New

Delhi, where senior Congress leaders

namely Gaurav Vallabh, Jitendra Singh,

Ripun Bora  and Gaurav Gogoi alleged

that Sarma set aside all rules to offer

Government land to his family. All

unlawful land transfers to the concerned

group must be cancelled and those lands

be allotted to those deprived landless

families, they demanded.

It is not difficult to understand the

reason for the reluctance to cover such

issues by a majority of Guwahati-based

mainstream media outlets can be guessed

as they are now fully dependent on gov-

ernment advertisement revenues for sur-

vival. The mainstream media outlets

have been facing a serious financial cri-

sis since the Covid-19 hit the country.

The pandemic resulted in abrupt losses

of circulations for newspapers and affin-

ity to alienate media space that severely

affected the acceptability of news chan-

nels.

Today most of the newspapers can't

write anything against the Government

even at the cost of their credibility. Thus

slowly they turn into official organs of

the ruling party (read the aggressive

Chief Minister). They are not even confi-

dent of getting adequate support, when in

need, from their valued readers across

the Brahmaputra valley.

But, why will the readers believe in

these media outlets, when they are run as

any other business with a profit motive.

There is a serious feeling prevalent

among ordinary public that the main-

stream media outlets never cared for the

rights of individuals. There are many

who claim that they were victims of

character assassinations by media outlets

in the recent past. Even when the victims

tried to clarify their position, the editor-

owners preferred to ignore their views,

as if the media was not accountable for

its deeds. 

One can remember a recent incident

where most of Guwahati media outlets in

March 2020 reported about an outgoing

Secretary of a journalists club who

allegedly burned some documents.

Though the news was amazing, the

reportage of it had the serious lacuna of

not carrying the version of the outgoing

Secretary. Nobody bothered to ask the

Secretary for his comment. And he is a

well known journalist and accessible to

all. 

The question that arises is if a sea-

soned journalist can face such a situation

from the media, what would happen to

an ordinary citizen!

Where are we heading for! Isn't it the

time to introspect ourselves seriously

before it's too late?
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Writings in Kesari:
When Tilak was 

sentenced for Sedition
In present day India sedition charges under section 124A are slapped at the drop of a hat.

According to the Union Home Ministry, a total of 326 cases were registered under the sedition

law between 2014 and 2019 while just six people were convicted for the offence during the six-

year period. This law was introduced in India by the British rulers more than one and half cen-

turies ago to punish freedom fighters. While the British stopped invoking this act in 1970 and

completely abolished it in 2009, sedition law in India is still being used indiscriminately by the

governments to quell dissent. Against this backdrop Prof Madabhushi Sridhar writes on the first

three trials under sedition law in British India. In all the three cases eminent freedom fighter

Bal Gangadhar Tilak was the accused. This article deals with the first two trials. 

The third will be given in the next issue of Scribes News.  

hen the first-generation leader of Indian

Independence movement Bal Gangadhar

Tilak was tried on charge of Sedition, it was

the first test to media freedom. He was sen-

tenced to one year jail in 1897 for an article in

Kesari. He was tried again in 1908and was

sentenced to six years.

When whole nation was under the compa-

ny rule, the freedom was

totally missing and press

freedom was one signifi-

cant facet that was threat-

ening the Britishers to

leave India. 

There was neither a

Constitution, which we see

now, nor declared rights

for the people. When first law commission

drafted Indian Penal Code, there appeared

some semblance of law, and what all were not

punished by IPC, remained as undeclared

freedoms of the people. For instance, you

could express your opinion without causing

defamation, hate or sedition. 

Sedition was not originally included in

IPC in 1860. It was omitted by mistake, most

probably. It was drafted but was being debat-

ed as harsher than the penal provisions preva-

lent in Britain. yet it was added as Section

124A in 1870, that is, 152 years back to secure

the Company rule, which is unfortunately

used by Union Government, in a most cruel

way than the Britishers used. Section 124A

was supposed to punish the act of 'exciting

disaffection'. The cruelty was further intensi-

fied when it was amended in 1898, as it was

not enough for foreign

rulers. In addition to excit-

ing 'disaffection', feeling of

hatred or contempt were

incorporated to be the

crimes of sedition.

Unamended section both-

ered about protecting 'the

Government established by

law', but after 1898 a British Indian could be

jailed for causing disaffection towards Her

Majesty. Earlier it was called offence of 'ex-

citing disaffection', but it was later raised to

level of 'sedition'. A year before intensifying

the cruel provision Bal Gangadhar Tilak was

prosecuted under section 124A of 1870. 

On June 22, 1897, W.C. Rand, the assis-

tant collector of Satara district and plague

commissioner of Poona, and Lieutenant

Ayerst had been assassinated. A complaint

Prof. Madabhushi
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Dean, School of Law,
Mahindra University. 

Former Central Information
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was filed. There was no evidence to

show that Tilak's writing caused vio-

lence. But, the Advocate General argued:

"I do not say that the murder was actual-

ly caused by the innuendos of the arti-

cles. I have no evidence… but I think we

are all of opinion that an article of this

kind, published at a time when there is a

considerable amount of excitement

owing to the plague at Poona and also to

the famine, and read by those who suf-

fered from the famine and plague opera-

tions of the Government… is extremely

likely to cause men to do an act like that

which caused the deaths…"

Tilak's article was in his journal

Kesari for which he was charged of

exciting disaffection. Kesari was printed

in Poona and had a circulation of around

6,000. It was alleged that in his pro-

Ganesh celebration article, he propagat-

ed Shivaji festival and had an anti-

Muslim slant. Denying charges Tilak

argued that Ganesh festival inculcated a

sense of belonging and evoked in them a

pride in their rich heritage and culture. 

Tilak was charged for the publication

of two texts - 'Shivaji's Utterances', a

poem authored under an alias, and an

unsigned report on the June 1897 Shivaji

festival, at which Tilak and C.G. Bhanu,

a notable Pune intellectual, spoke.

Professor Bhanu of Fergusson

College lectured on Maratha king

Shivaji's in 1897 at Shivaji Festival, and

highlighted the killing of Afzal Khan, the

General of Bijapur Sultanate, in 1659.

Tilak also spoke about it and the contro-

versy around his killing. Tilak said:

'Was this act of the Maharaja good or

bad? The question … should not be

viewed from the standpoint of even the

Penal Code or even the smritis of Manu

or yagnavalkhya or even the principles

of morality laid down by the western and

eastern ethical systems… Great men are

above the common principles of morali-

ty… Did Shivaji commit a sin in killing

Afzul Khan, or how? The answer to this

question can be found in the

Mahabharata itself. Srimad Krisna's

advice in the Gita is to kill even our

teachers and our kinsmen. No blame

attaches to any person if he is doing

deeds without being actuated by a desire

to reap the fruit of his deeds… Do not

circumscribe your vision like a frog in

the well; get out of the Penal Code, enter

into the extremely high atmosphere of

Srimad Bhagavad Gita and then consider

the actions of great men.' 

The trial lasted a week. The jury

comprised six Europeans and three

Indians. The Europeans did not know

Marathi. Setlur writes that even if the

translations were good, they were

unlikely to have captured the spirit of the

Shivaji poem. He asks, "And, if not the

spirit of a passage, what else is there to

determine its seditious or innocent char-

acter?" The Europeans in the jury pro-

nounced Tilak guilty. Justice Strachey

interpreted the term "disaffection" as

"want of affection as well as disloyalty".

Tilak was sentenced to imprisonment of

one year.

Prof. Bhanu justified Shivaji's

actions, while Tilak offered people the

morality of the Bhagvad Gita to justify

their own political actions undertaken for

the national community. Tilak articulates

'a bold refusal of the political abjection

enforced by colonial law,' according to

scholar Sukeshi Kamra.

Editorial journalist of www.saharpe-

dia.org Simran agarwal wrote: 

He (Tilak) lays claim to an indigenous

tradition of revolutionary thought, albeit

Hindu, and underscores its singular

virtue in accounting for their past and

present action. 'Shivaji's utterances' drew

on similar tropes to compare a valiant

past with their vanquished present.

Aside from the Gita and his

Maharashtrian traditions, Tilak alluded

to other stories of violent rupture. His

analogies exposed the hypocrisies of the

colonial government: in Europe, the

actions of Caesar, Napoleon and French

revolutionaries were seen as necessary

agents of progress whereas the native

subject's radicalism, in India, was

reduced to mere savagery; a sign of his

primitiveness. Later, in 1908, Tilak

would also refer to the violent revolt

against Charles I in seventeenth-century

England. For him, it was a quintessential

example of violence to replace a despot-

ic ruler with constitutional, representa-

tive self-rule. Tilak was never caught in a

physical act of violence or even found to

have any links with the revolutionaries.

In the ensuing decades, several national-

ists would be charged with sedition; with

or without any mention of violent vocab-

ularies.  Giving a recent example she

wrote: "Hany Babu, a Delhi University

professor, was arrested in July 2020;

making him the 12th public intellectual

to be incarcerated in a string of arrests

related to the Bhima Koregaon-Elgar

Parishad case. The police have made

many claims, not least that the poets,

writers and academics arrested had been

involved in a grand scheme of assassi-

nating the PM". (See

https://thewire.in/history/how-bal-gan-

gadhar-tilaks-1897-trial-marked-the-

criminalisation-of-dissent)

Second trial

Khudiram Bose and Prafulla Chaki had

hurled a bomb at Douglas Kingsford in

Muzaffarpur, whose reverberation was

felt by the British beyond the realm of

conspiracy and horror. The explosion

accidentally killed barrister Pringle

Kennedy's wife and daughter instead of

the intended target. Tilak wrote two arti-

cles, 'The country's misfortune' (12 May,

1908) and 'These measures are not sus-

tainable' (9 June, 1908), in his newspaper

Kesari, wherein he had severely castigat-

ed the British rule, and the Explosives

Substances Act, 1908.

Tilak asked "It is not a question of

whether sedition (treason) is likely to

take place because of one word or anoth-

er but whether sedition (treason) has

actually taken place. "There is no proof



that my articles have generated popular

unrest. Only language of my articles

does not lead or result in unrest.  This

article can offer negligible proof of ana,

one sixteenth of a rupee's value. you

need proof equivalent to balance of a

rupee," he argued.

Tilak relied on the Explanation 2 in

Section 124A, which stated that "com-

ments expressing disapprobation of the

measures of the government with a view

to obtain their alteration by lawful

means, without exciting or attempting to

excite hatred, contempt or disaffection,

do not constitute an offence under this

Section".

Regarding bomb blast, Tilak wrote:

"Even Khudiram, the bomb-thrower,

himself feels sorry that two innocent

ladies of Mr Kennedy's family fell vic-

tims (to it) in place of Mr Kingsford," he

wrote. …It is plain from the statements

of those identical young gentlemen, who

took this work in hand by founding a

secret society, that they were fully aware

that it was not possible to cause British

rule to disappear from this country by

such monstrous deeds." He further

wrote; "It is true that in order to acquire

political rights, efforts are required to be

made by several successive generations

and those efforts are required to be made

peacefully, steadily, persistently and con-

stitutionally!"

He boldly challenged the arbitrary

use of the law against him. He said that

no one can guarantee that a person will

not "go out of control while such efforts

[to acquire political rights] are being

made", "how would it be reasonable to

say that all persons who put forth efforts

for acquiring political rights are sedi-

tious?".  

He also relied on third explanation

which stated: "Comments expressing

disapprobation of the administrative or

other action of the government without

exciting or attempting to excite hatred,

contempt or disaffection, do not consti-

tute an offence under this section.

"Tilak's reasoning in his article that "men

of equitable temperament and reason in

the nation will not approve of such vio-

lence" showed that he didn't advocate

violence. 

After finding Tilak as guilty, he was

given a chance to state his opinion. Tilak

said: 

"All that I wish to say is that in spite

of the verdict of the Jury I still maintain

that I am innocent. There are higher

powers that rule the destinies of men and

nations and I think it may be the will of

Providence that the cause I represent

may be benefitted more by my suffering

than by my pen and tongue".

Judge read out the conviction and sen-

tencing, saying: 

Bal Gangadhar Tilak-It is my painful

duty now to pass sentence on you. I can-

not tell you how painful it is to me to see

you in this position. you are a man of

undoubted talents and of great power and

influence. Had those talents and that

influence been used for the good of your

country you would have been instrumen-

tal in bringing about a great deal of hap-

piness for those very people whose cause

you espouse. Ten years ago you were

convicted. The Court dealt most lenient-

ly with you then and the Crown dealt still

more leniently with you. After you had

undergone your imprisonment for a year,

six months of it was remitted on condi-

tions which you accepted….

….your hatred of the ruling class has

not disappeared during these ten years

and these articles deliberately and defi-

antly written week after week, - not writ-

ten as you say on the spur of the

moment…. I say such journalism is a

curse to the country. I feel much sorrow

in sentencing you…

Under Section 124A I am entitled to

pass sentence of transportation for any of

the first two charges and on each of the

first two charges I sentence you to three

years' transportation. you will thus have

six years' transportation. On the third

charge, which is not punishable by trans-

portation but is only punishable by

imprisonment or fine, I do not think I

will add to your troubles by sentencing

you to an additional period of imprison-

ment. On the third charge, I sentence you

to a fine of Rs. 1000.

In case of Emperor vs Bal

Gangadhar Tilak, decided on 22 July,

1908, (citations: (1908) 10 BOMLR 848

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1430706/)

Tilak's writings were termed as "seething

with sedition" and Judge DD Davar

jailed Tilak for six years of transporta-

tion and banished to Mandalay in Burma

and a fine of Rs1000, for writing in

favour of Bengal revolutionaries. The

jury consisting of 7 Anglo-Indian and 

2 Indians convicted Tilak with a 7:2

majority. 

Justice Dinshaw D. Davar, had rep-

resented Tilak in his first trial in 1897.

Davar's judgement came under stern crit-

icism in press and was seen against

impartiality of British justice system. He

threw off the judicial restraint and

indulged in some scathing strictures

against Tilak's conduct. While impris-

oned,  Tilak continued to read and write,

further developing his ideas on the

Indian nationalist movement. While in

the prison he wrote the Gita Rahasya,

many copies of which were sold, and the

money was donated for the Indian

Independence movement.

Bal Gangadhar Tilak facing trial under sedition law in 1908; Photo courtesy: The Hindu
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nother State union

has come into the

fold of Indian

Journalists Union

(IJU), the largest

representative body

of journalists at the

national level. The

newly formed

Chandigarh and Haryana Journalists

Union has become an affiliate of the IJU.

Senior journalist Ram Singh Brar has

been elected as its President.

Soon after the formation a delegation

of the Union met Bandaru Dattatreya,

Governor of Haryana at Haryana Raj

Bhawan on December 13 and submitted

a memorandum. On this occasion Ram

Singh Brar briefed the Governor about

the demands of the journalists. One of

the main demands of the union is finan-

cial assistance of Rs.10 lakh each to the

families of journalists who died due to

covid. The union demanded inclusion of

journalists under corona warriors catego-

ry. It also demanded setting up a state

level accreditation committee and sim-

plification of rules and processing of

accreditation applications so that the

journalists working in small towns also

get benefited. 

The demands listed in the memoran-

dum include cashless medical insurance

facility to all journalists, increase in

quota of Government houses for journal-

ists of Haryana in Chandigarh and

Panchkula, allotment of government

houses to journalists at district and sub

division level on the pattern of

Chandigarh, allotment of plots for hous-

ing under urban development schemes

on priority basis at district and sub divi-

sion level and elimination of kilometer

limit on free bus travel for journalists,

exemption from payment at toll plazas.

The Union also demanded trans-

parency in the policy of issuance of

Government advertisements. Ram Singh

Brar said that the Governor gave a

patient hearing and reacted in a positive

manner.

The delegation of Chandigarh and

Haryana Journalists Union included SN

Sinha, former President, IJU, Balwinder

Jammu, General Secretary, IJU; Balwant

Takshak, Chairman, Chandigarh and

Haryana Journalists Union; Nisha

Sharma, Vice President; Surinder Goyal,

General Secretary; Abhishek and Vinod,

secretaries; Nalin Acharya, President,

Press Club; Pritam Rupal,  Secretary

General of Punjab and Chandigarh

Journalists Union, PCJU Chandigarh

President Jai Singh Chhibber, General

Secretary Bindu Singh and Executive

Member Atish Gupta

A

Delegation of Chandigarh and Haryana Journalists Union accompanied by IJU leaders submitting 
a memorandum to Haryana Governor

ANoTheR UNioN
iN iJU Fold
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Fact-check: did Shah
Jahan chop off the hands 

of Taj Mahal workers?
n December 13, Kashi

Vishwanath Dham was inau-

gurated by Prime Minister

Modi. He showered flower

petals on sanitation workers

at Kashi Vishwanath Temple

as a gesture of gratitude for

keeping the temple clean. While covering this

event, News18 anchor Amish Devgan com-

pared the PM with the 17th century Mughal

Emperor Shah Jahan. He claimed that while

PM Modi showered flower petals on sanita-

tion workers, Shah Jahan had chopped the

hands of those who built the Taj Mahal.

This claim was repeated by union agricul-

ture minister Narendra Singh Tomar in

Gujarat. "Taj Mahal workers' hands were

chopped off, and then there is PM Modi who

showered flowers on the workers behind the

development of the Kashi Vishwanath corri-

dor to express his gratitude," he said in

Gujarati.

BJP leader Vinay Tendulkar made a simi-

lar claim on Twitter.

Alt News found that one of the oldest

instances of this claim by a verified media

account was by the UK-based Wired in 2010.

Six years prior to this, UK's leading news por-

tal The Guardian also made the same claim.

The amplification of an urban myth

The claim - Shah Jahan chopped the hands of

those who built the Taj Mahal - is a well

known urban myth. Alt News spoke with his-

torian S Irfan Habib who said, "I can state that

there is neither any evidence to back this story

nor any credible historian has ever made this

claim. It is worth noting that this urban myth

O
Archit Mehta
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goes back to the 1960s and I heard

it through word of mouth.

However, there is one notable dif-

ference. Today, there is a commu-

nal spin to the myth, while back

then it was more like a jibe on

Shah Jahan."

On Google Books, we found

'Journal of Historical Research'

published by the Department of

History, Ranchi University in

1971. It addresses the story as an

urban legend. In 2017, The Times

of India debunked multiple myths

related to the Taj Mahal, including

the one at hand. "This story con-

trasts with available evidence and

a vast settlement called Taj Ganj

that still exists today. It was set up

by Emperor Shah Jahan to house

the thousands of masons, artisans

and other workers who had assem-

bled from the distant parts of his

empire. The descendants of those

workers still live there and prac-

tise the skills of their forefathers,"

the article said. It was authored by

journalist Manimugdha Sharma

India Today had published a

listicle on Shah Jahan in 2016

where this claim is again referred

to as a myth.

That same year, Pakistan-

based news outlet Dawn published

an article about New york-based

Rajiv Joseph's play 'Guards At The

Taj' which is based on the same

myth. The article states, "The

story about Shah Jehan ordering

the amputation of 40,000 hands

has entered folklore. Even though

no contemporary account con-

firms this incident, the fact that it

is still widely believed is proof of

the unchecked power wielded by

the Mughals, as well as by other

monarchs of that period." The

Hindustan Times also published a

report on this play.

More crucially, no such infor-

mation is stated on the official

website of the Taj Mahal as of

December 2021. However, the

website Taj Tours published a blog

addressing this myth. The blog

hypothesized how the myth came

about, "In reality, Shah Jahan

imposed a moral boundation on

his workers that they cannot work

for any emperor. In modern time,

we call it as a contract between the

emperor and his workers. So, the

saying "hands of the workers were

amputated" came into being as

these workers could not seek new

work from any other emperor."

Manimugdha Sharma, who has

authored multiple articles regard-

ing misinformation targetting the

Taj Mahal, refuted any historical

basis for this claim while speaking

to Alt News. 

News18 anchor Amish and

BJP leader NS Tomar amplified

decades-old urban myth targeting

Shah Jahan. There is no evidence

that Shah Jahan cut off the hands

of the workers who built the Taj

Mahal.

This article first appeared in 

the altnews
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Media in Tatters 
in Afghanistan

survey by Reporters Without Borders (RSF) and

the Afghan Independent Journalists Association

(AIJA) shows a radical change in the Afghan

media landscape since the Taliban took power.

A total of 231 media outlets have had to close

and more than 6,400 journalists have lost their

jobs since 15 August. Women journalists have

been hit hardest, with four out of five no longer

working.

The Taliban takeover's impact on

Afghanistan's media has been dramatic, accord-

ing to the survey by RSF and its local partner,

the AIJA. More than four out of every ten media

outlets have disappeared and 60% of journalists

and media employees are no longer able to

work. Women have suffered much more than

men: 84% of them have lost their jobs. The fig-

ures for the previous situation come from a sur-

vey of the media and journalists operating in

Afghanistan that was carried out before the

Taliban took control of the country.

radical change in afghan media landscape

The arrival of the Taliban has radically changed

the media landscape. Of the 543 media outlets

tallied in Afghanistan at the start of the summer,

only 312 were still operating at the end of

November. This means that 43% of Afghan

media outlets disappeared in the space of three

months.

Just four months ago, most Afghan

provinces had at least ten privately-owned

media outlets but now some regions have

almost no local media at all. There used to be 10

media outlets in the mountainous northern

province of Parwan but now just three are func-

tioning. In the western city of Herat (the coun-

try's third largest) and the surrounding province,

only 18 of the 51 media outlets are still operat-

ing - a 65% fall. The central Kabul region,

which had more media than anywhere else, has

not been spared the carnage. It has lost more

than one of every two media outlets (51%). Of

the 148 tallied prior to 15 August, only 72 are

still operating.

Direct impact on journalists 

The closure or reduction in the activities of

A
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media outlets has had a major impact on

employment in the media sector. Of the

10,790 people working in the Afghan

media  (8,290 men and 2,490 women) at

the start of August, only 4,360 (3,950

men and 410 women) - or four out of

every ten media workers - were still

working when this survey was carried

out. Proportionally, women have been hit

much more: more than four out of five

(84%) have lost their jobs since the

Taliban takeover, as against one out of

every two men (52%).

no women journalists left in much of

afghanistan

Six provinces have seen three quarters

of their male journalists lose their jobs.

But no female journalist at all is still

working in 15 of the country's 34

provinces. For example, in the northern

province of Jowzjan, which used to have

19 media outlets employing 112 women,

none of the 12 media outlets still operat-

ing is employing a woman.

The Taliban controlling many local-

ities impose conditions on the local

media that include not employing any

women journalists at all. The media

landscape is now largely devoid of

women journalists, even in regions such

as Kabul where traditionally there were

more of them. Fewer than 100 women

journalists dared to return to work in the

weeks after the Taliban arrived in Kabul

and told women to stay at home. Others

have returned to their media outlets in

the past two months. But, of the 1,190

women journalists and media workers

counted in the capital at the start of

August, only 320 are now working - a

73% fall.

In Nangarhar, where four women

media workers were killed in less than a

year, only 17 of the 65 women working

in the media in early August are still

doing so now (a 74% fall). The differ-

ence is even more dramatic in Balkh and

Herat provinces, where the number of

women journalists and media employees

has fallen by 98% in Balkh and 94% in

Herat. The relative stability that had pre-

vailed in these two provinces in recent

years had encouraged the development

of media outlets and their employment of

women. But the progress seen in the past

20 years was swept away in a matter of

days by the Taliban takeover.

Pressure from the new authorities

The environment for journalists in the

capital and the rest of the country has

become extremely fraught since the

Taliban takeover. Media must now com-

ply with the "11 Journalism Rules"

issued by the information and culture

ministry and with Taliban interpretation

of Islamic doctrine on "Enjoining good

and forbidding wrong." The dangerous

"Journalism Rules" open the way to cen-

sorship and persecution, and deprive

journalists of their independence, forcing

them to tell information and culture min-

istry officials what they would like to

cover, get their permission to go ahead

and finally inform them about the results

of their reporting in order to be able to

publish.

In some provinces, the obligation to

replace news and music programmes

with programmes whose content is sole-

ly religious in nature has also driven

some local radio stations to cease broad-

casting.

"There is an urgent need to rein in

the spiral leading inevitably to the disap-

pearance of Afghan media and to ensure

that respect for press freedom is a priori-

ty," said Reza Moini, the head of RSF's

Iran-Afghanistan desk. "Journalists'

safety, the fate of women journalists,

media legislation and the right of access

to news and information are all crucial

issues that the authorities must address

without delay. Without a free press capa-

ble of exposing bad governance's fail-

ings, no one will be able to claim that

they are combating famine, poverty, cor-

ruption, drug trafficking and the other

scourges that afflict Afghanistan and pre-

vent a lasting peace."

Afghanistan was ranked 122nd out

of 180 countries in the World Press

Freedom Index that RSF published last

April.
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Backstory: tripura's style 

of Media silencing points to 

a Zone of danger
s we arrive at the last month of

the calendar, it becomes useful

to flag yet again the one big

concern that figured in various

ways throughout the last 11

months: shrinking media free-

doms. So steadily, even stealthily, have they

been dismantled that the average person

remains unaware of the creeping shades of

the prison house.

Consider, for instance, media access to

Parliament. Once taken for granted, today

even those with valid passes have been

denied entry to the country's central arena of

democratic discourse for the last five sessions

and the recent protest staged by journalists in

Delhi indicates the widespread angst that this

treatment has caused.

In the seven years of the Narendra Modi

period, it is the triad of 2019, 2020 and 2021

that together constitute a particularly signifi-

cant phase in state-directed media strangula-

tion. If we were to use the analogy of an actu-

al manual strangulation, this period has seen

pressure being increasingly applied to the

neck of the subject. The actual point of chok-

ing may not have been reached; the media

may still find the strength to flay their limbs

about in a bid to save themselves from immi-

nent asphyxiation.  But the question remains,

for how long?

The year 2019, we know, saw media

repression bearing the marks of concertina

wire, prison bars, the internet ban, and a total-

The writer is a senior 
editor and presently

ombudsperson for 
The Wire 

Pamela Philipose 

A

Delhi journalists Samriddhi Sakunia and Swarna Jha in Tripura police custody

22
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ising surveillance becoming the reality in

the Kashmir Valley. These strategies

were to be deployed in other parts of the

country in the months that followed,

notably at the Singhu border to discipline

protesting farmers. Kashmir has always

been the black box of Indian journalism

and this column has argued that any

observer of the Indian journalism needs

to grasp what is going on in this region to

understand the Government's intentions

and strategies of media control. It was in

Kashmir that the use of the Unlawful

Activities (Prevention) Act against jour-

nalists was first normalised. It was here

again that the police acquired the full

powers to function as super-censors of

journalistic work.

The next year, 2020, saw the 

Covid-19  pandemic being treated as the

perfect smokescreen to control media

coverage through a variety of means

including the pressurising of proprietors,

the nudging of courts into ensuring a

clamp on independent reporting, and

ministerial meetings to cogitate on a set

of rules to discipline a defiant online

media. In the meanwhile, those who

dared to expose the laxities, corruptions

and perfidies of the government in its

handling of the pandemic found them-

selves in prison or thrown out of their

jobs.

Then 2021 came along. It was during

this year that some of the most innova-

tive ways to crush the spirit of the inde-

pendent journalist were honed, particu-

larly under the Uttar Pradesh Chief

Minister, Ajay Mohan Bisht, now turbo-

charged in pre-election mode. Among

the innovations adopted was the conspic-

uous use of denial-as-strategy; any

reported crime of the Government that

had the potential of marring its image

were simply not recognised as a crime.

In 2020, when a young Dalit woman was

gang raped by Thakur men in Hathras

and was videographed as saying so dur-

ing her dying hours, the state of Uttar

Pradesh and its criminal justice system

played down the caste-gender dimen-

sions of the horrific crime entirely and

systematically hounded journalists for

their coverage. Those who dared to

report it, or even only planned to investi-

gate it, had FIRs filed against them for

breaching the peace and promoting

enmity among different groups. Siddique

Kappan, for instance, is still in jail under

UAPA for merely travelling towards

Hathras.

A year later, when an elderly Muslim

man was roughed up in Ghaziabad and

had his beard cut, it was dismissed as a

case of personal enmity. Conspicuous in

this approach was the State's complete

lack of interest in investigating and

delivering justice on what was in all like-

lihood a communally motivated crime.

Its wrath was directed instead towards

media persons who had the temerity to

tweet about it.

Tripura, the country's third smallest

state - which is also under BJP rule - has

faithfully followed this template. When a

fireball of anti-Muslim frenzy whipped

up by the VHP and allied fronts swept

through Tripura in October - supposed

retaliation for the anti-Hindu attacks in

Bangladesh - they might as well have

never taken place as far as the Biplab

Kumar Das Government was concerned.

Reporting of mosques having been burnt

down, often with the support of images

of the sites of arson, was deemed a mali-

cious attempt to, yes, promote enmity

among different religious groups.

Precipitate police action against media-

persons was designed not just to drive a

stake of fear in the hearts of those who

did the hard journalistic work of visiting

affected areas and documenting what

they saw with their naked eyes and what

they heard with their naked ears, but to

dissuade those who intended to do fol-

low-up stories from picking up their lap-

tops and cameras. In other words, the

central intent was to reduce the site of

violence into a zone of silence, while

providing cover to the instigators of the

violence to perpetrate their rule of terror

against targeted communities - in this

case those who had once prayed in those

burnt down mosques.

The HW News Network put out an

official statement that detailed unam-

biguously the various ways in which its

young reporters, Samriddhi Sakunia and

Swarna Jha, were treated by the Tripura

police. The list of violations against their

right as human beings, forget their rights

as journalists, was mind-boggling. FIRs

were filed against them by the Tripura

police under various sections of the IPC.

The police carried no warrant of arrest

while serving these FIRs. The charges

made out - maligning the image of the

Tripura government and the VHP -

would have been laughable if they were

not so malicious. This twinning of the

Government with a group like the VHP

was evidence enough of the ideological

slant of the state and its institutions. The

police action took place at 5:30 am on

November 14, when the law prevents

such police action against women after

Rahul Shivshankar and Padmaja Joshi
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sunset and before sunrise without

express magisterial permission, which of

course was missing. While the journal-

ists had secured a transit remand from

the Assam authorities and given a week

to record their statement, the Tripura

police disregarded this and bundled them

back to Tripura.

Such a state-imposed zone of media

silence proved to be the precursor to sim-

ilar tactics of intimidation against oppo-

sitional candidates during polls to urban

local bodies that took place subsequently

and the BJP 's victorious sweep of almost

all the seats spoke of a captured election.

Tripura has demonstrated something that

is taught in journalism schools but rarely

recalled in these rough times: serious

threats to the functioning of the media

translate directly into serious threats to

the functioning of democracy. Nothing

grows in the zone of state-imposed

media silence apart from fraudulent elec-

tions, sham genuflections to democracy

and the uninterrupted sway of the poli-

tics of religious polarisation.

Calling out well-known anchors

Two of Big Media's best known anchors

whose work has consistently conformed

to the interests of the Government and

ruling party, have had mirrors held up to

their biased journalism. Sudhir

Chaudhury, Editor-in-chief of Zee News,

was supposed to be a speaker at a semi-

nar hosted by the Institute of Chartered

Accountants of India's Abu Dhabi chap-

ter. His reputation as something of a

hate-monger (difficult to forget his 'jihad

chart' that was featured in one of his

shows after the northeast Delhi anti-

Muslim violence last year) seems to have

done him in, if we are to go by the unvar-

nished words of an Emirati princess,

Sheikh Hend Al Qasimi, who tweeted:

"Why are you bringing an Islamophobe

and hater to my peaceful country?!?!??"

Meanwhile, programmes conducted

by Rahul Shivshankar, Editor-in-chief at

Times Now, and his colleague Padmaja

Joshi, have been found by the National

Broadcasting and Digital Standards

Authority (NBDSA) to be violative of

the "Fundamental Principles as enumer-

ated in the Code of Ethics and

Broadcasting Standards and various

Guidelines issued by NBDSA" for fail-

ing the test of impartiality and 

objectivity. 

The Authority has also asked the

channel to remove the offending

episodes from its website. Both chan-

nels, in the aftermath of the communal

violence that had broke out in the capital

for the first time in 35 years, had pro-

grammes that had added to communal

animosity at a fraught time rather than

worked towards restoring calm and

ensuring justice to the victims.

This article first appeared in

thewire.in

Journalists protesting media curbs in Jammu and Kashmir.
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delegation of Punjab and

Chandigarh Journalists

Union (PCJU) led by  State

President Balwinder Singh

Jammu met Chief Minister

Charanjit Singh Channi

and put forward the

Union's  demands.  The Chief Minister

assured the delegation that the demands

would be fulfilled soon.

The Union has been demanding free

bus passes, facility of pension after

retirement,   a special fund in case of any

mishap and also an increase in quota of

government houses for Chandigarh

based journalists from 15 to 50. The

Chief Minister assured the delegation

that the demands of the media were gen-

uine and would be acted upon expedi-

tiously. 

Sensitive journalism needed 

Investigative journalism is the need of

the hour but it should be sensitive too in

order to strengthen the democratic val-

ues, said Pargat Singh, Minister for

Education in Punjab Government. He

was speaking in a seminar organized by

the Punjab and Chandigarh Journalists

Union (PCJU) at Jalandhar on December

13. The seminar on "Journalism and

Challenges in Present Times" was part of

a series being organized in the name of

Samvad after relaxation of covid restric-

tions.

The Minister said that it was impor-

tant for journalists to be creative but at

the same time retain the original content

and also remain unbiased. He assured the

leaders of PCJU that the State

Government would extend all support to

the Union in its endeavor to serve the

cause of journalist fraternity.  

Former President of Indian

Journalists Union (IJU) S. N. Sinha in

his address said that the people who

work behind the cameras in news chan-

nels or the ones who work in the desk of

newspapers are the foundation of any

media house. It is not that a media house

can be run only by faces appear on

screen or the ones who get bylines. He

said that working as a journalist was not

merely a glamour affair but it was a very

serious and responsible job. 

Social activist Dr. Piyara Lal Garg

said that the journalists really work hard

and challenges before them were numer-

ous. As the fourth pillar of the society,

the responsibility on the shoulders of

journalists was heavy, he added.

Balwinder Jammu, President, PCJU said

that the Union had always been strug-

gling and working for the welfare of the

working journalists. Jai Singh Chhibber,

President, Bindu Singh, General

Secretary, Chandigarh Unit also spoke

on this occasion. 

CM Channi assures PCJU

A

PCJU delegation with CM Charanjit Singh Channi
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rom the early 1990s, French political scientist Christophe Jaffrelot has written

about Indian politics in the present, catching every wave as it crests. Over the

past three decades he has produced some 30 books, monographs and edited

volumes, in French and English, on all the salient political phenomena in

India.

These are: the rise of Hindu nationalism; the explosion of caste politics

(including Dalit and OBC mobilisation, a growing interest in B.R. Ambedkar,

and post-Mandal reservations policy); the deteriorating state of the minorities,

particularly Muslims; the trajectories of the Pakistani state and the entrench-

ment of Indo-Pak conflict; the expansion of the Indian middle class thanks to

economic liberalisation and globalisation; the boom in Indian business after

market reforms; and most significantly, the emboldening of the Sangh Parivar

and its ideology to the point where Hindutva has metastasized from its home

grounds in U.P., Maharashtra and

Gujarat to infect the entire country.

From Ayodhya to Ahmedabad

and Bombay to Banaras; from Nagpur

to Delhi and Lucknow to Bangalore;

from Naga highlands to Naxal forests

and from Lahore to Karachi - whenev-

er something of note has occurred on

the subcontinent, be it in the realm of

politics, religion or caste (or a potent

mix of these elements), Jaffrelot has

been sure to chronicle and analyse it. It

was inevitable then, that his new book

would take a comprehensive look at the

sea change in the Indian polity under

the influence of Narendra Modi. Even

though Modi's India brings up its

account just short of the pandemic, the

message is loud and clear: India has

changed, perhaps irreversibly, from a

liberal secular democracy less than a

decade ago to a majoritarian "ethnic

democracy" today.

Christophe Jaffrelot, who has caught every wave in India, says the country has
changed, perhaps irreversibly, from a liberal secular polity a decade ago to a

majoritarian 'ethnic democracy' today
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Blows to ideals

Jaffrelot tracks the continually expanding catalogue of body

blows that have assailed the founding ideals of the Indian

republic from the time Modi announced his candidature in the

fall of 2013. Those of us who have lived through the lynching

of Muslims and Dalits, the assassination of rationalist intellec-

tuals, the trolling of scholars, the detention of activists, the

harassment of movie stars, the evisceration of the media, uni-

versities and courts, the decimation of the opposition, the

destruction of the economy, the persecution of the minorities,

the erosion of fundamental rights, the gutting of the public sec-

tor, the targeting of NGOs, the silencing of civil society, the

distortion of history, the usurpation of social media by hate

speech, fake news and propaganda, the defiance and denigra-

tion of Parliamentary procedure by the ruling party, the demon-

isation of dissent, the encouragement of vigilantism, the gar-

risoning of the Kashmir Valley, the battering of the

Constitution, and the forsaking of truth - having borne witness,

we understand why compiling this gruesome list requires near-

ly 700 pages.

But the book is not just an act of meticulous, unsparing

documentation, though it is that too. It will prove an invaluable

record of our time when future generations struggle to explain

the swift collapse of Indian democracy. Once the world's

largest, liveliest and most interesting experiment in equal citi-

zenship, universal adult franchise, regular elections, represen-

tative government, minority protection, a free press, and popu-

lar self-rule, India always had problematic enclaves of excep-

tion like Kashmir and the Northeast. But before Modi, its basic

commitment to diversity and pluralism seemed genuine.

Jaffrelot doesn't just remind us of what has been happening

to unravel the liberal consensus in the past 7-8 years. He also

brings to bear on these data an enormous scholarly literature

and theoretical toolkit about ethnic democracy, populist strong-

men, rightwing nationalism, charismatic leadership, the dein-

stitutionalisation of the state, creeping authoritarianism that

appears electorally mandated, the relentless reduction of

minorities to second-class citizenship, and the mobilisation of

identities in new patterns of conflict, domination and exclusion,

jettisoning tolerance, equality and inclusion.

ideological capture

The author is careful to marshal the evidence of majoritarian

takeover, riot politics, court packing and crony capitalism from

Gujarat, not just the primary theatre for the crafting of Modi's

persona, but also the cultural seedbed of his lieutenant Amit

Shah, and of India's two most powerful business families, the

Ambanis and Adanis. In another recent book, Jaffrelot has stud-

ied the Emergency of 1975-77, to compare the leadership styles

of Indira Gandhi and Modi. He also examines in detail the

political mainstreaming of the RSS and its wholesale infiltra-

tion and ideological capture of the public imagination, journal-

ism, academia, the police and the bureaucracy, apart from the

legislature and the judiciary (and perhaps the armed forces

too). He examines how yogi Adityanath communalises gover-

nance, runs a militia State, and makes Islamophobia an item of

official policy. Campaigns of "gauraksha", "love jihad" and

"gharwapsi" make for a deadly cocktail of privileged caste

orthopraxy and social conservatism, reinforce patriarchy, and

continually bully, shame and terrorise Muslims and Christians.

The cow belt and Hindi heartland, including Rajasthan,

Haryana and Madhya Pradesh along with Uttar Pradesh,

spilling south into Karnataka and east into Assam, are now

thoroughly saffronised.

Punjab, Delhi, Bihar, Maharashtra, Goa and West Bengal

have thus far proven somewhat recalcitrant and occasionally

rebellious, for a variety of reasons that are regionally specific,

and because of local parties, caste alliances and grassroots

leaders who challenge the BJP. But even in these States, the

presence of an opposition no longer proves that public opinion

is against Modi or that the default political common sense is

secular. Nor should the south be taken for granted any more. As

Jaffrelot shows in his oeuvre, studying Hindutva ideology over

the past century, from Savarkar and Golwalkar, to Advani and

Vajpayee, before arriving at Modi and Shah, allows us to retro-

spectively register the early tremors of the political earthquake

we are now experiencing. Abroad, countries like Israel, Turkey,

Hungary and Brazil provide a global context for the rise of eth-

nic democracy. 

It appears that the Second Republic and the Hindu Rashtra

are already upon us, here to stay for the foreseeable future.

Modi's India is at once reminder, record, warning bell and, if

we heed the lessons of history, a call to arms. 

This review first appeared in

The Hindu



D
o you remember a program

titled UPSC Jihad? It took

the Supreme Court to pull

down that program in

Hindi News Channel Sudarshan News

which was scripted around the fantas-

tic theme that Muslim minorities had

been making it to the all India servic-

es by illegal means with a sinister

motive. Police did not take action

against the program. The Information

and Broadcasting Ministry found the

program offensive but did not stop it.

Finally the apex court had to order to

stop broadcasting the program. 

The brain behind the program

Suresh Chavhanke, Editor-in-chief of

Sudarshan News has again courted

trouble. This time outside the studio of

his news channel. A complaint has

been filed against him for hate speech

and an "oath to a large number of peo-

ple inciting feelings of communal vio-

lence" at an event held by the Hindu

yuva Vahini in Delhi on December 19.

Prashant Dubey, Avani Bansal and

Prakhar Dixit of the All India

Professionals' Congress filed the com-

plaint with Delhi Police. "Please take

note that this is not the first time that

Sudarshan TV's Chief Editor Suresh

Chavhanke has made communal and

irresponsible statements. He recently

made remarks about minority commu-

nity members 'infiltrating' into the

civil services and citing a conspiracy

on the increasing number of Muslims

entering bureaucracy. Therefore, if

stern action is not taken in this regard,

it will set a precedent that he can get

away with making hate speeches,

which will be damaging to the very

secular fabric and constitutional ethos

of our nation," states the complaint.

Earlier this month, several videos

which showed Chavhanke at the event

were circulated on social media. In the

videos, he could be heard saying that

"in order to make this country a Hindu

nation and to keep it a Hindu nation,

and to move forward, we will fight,

die and kill, if required." The com-

plaint mentions the statements

Chavhanke made while administering

the oath.

Chavhanke was a volunteer of the

Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh

(RSS). Founded in 2005, his news

channel, relentlessly dishes out anti

Muslim propaganda and fake news.

Chavhanke himself claims what he

does is ideology driven journalism. 

editor of rightwing news

channel courts trouBle
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a tribute of art

P
eople come across sand art more in

Kalinga coast. We all know

Sudarsan Pattnaik of Puri in

Odisha State who immortalised the art.

The Government honoured him with

Padma shri award. The sand sculpture

shown here in this picture was created by

a young and budding sand artist hailing

from Kollivalasa village of Srikakulam

Dist. The sculpture represents the logo of

Andhra Pradesh Union of Working

Journalists (APUWJ), the largest con-

stituent State unit of Indian Journalists

Union (IJU). 

On December 19 Srikakulam District

unit of APUWJ conducted its annual

General Body Meeting in Srikakulam

town. The district lies in the east coast of

Andhra Pradesh bordering Odisha.

Outside the meeting venue this sand

sculpture was created by the young artist

Gedela Harikrishna who took up sand art

as a profession.         
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So distorted indeed was its constitution that the
biggest organization of newspaper owners refused to
send its representative to the newly constituted Press
Council and one of its editor members resigned from
membership of the Council

he Government has

arbitrarily notified the

14th Press Council of

India in violation of the

provisions of the PCI

Act and precedents.

Ignoring all-India

unions of working jour-

nalists whose representatives were nomi-

nated to the past councils, they have

included nominees of two or three Press

clubs and local journalist organizations of

a few towns, which do not represent the

working journalists of the country.

Obviously, the intention is to have a pli-

able Press Council which can be easily

manipulated. The previous councils led

by representatives of the national unions

had been raising voices against attacks on

the media, particularly journalists, by dif-

ferent Government agencies. Hence the

exclusion, it seems. 

So perverted has been its constitution

that the Government had to repeatedly

change the notification. They withdrew

the notification of one of the Press clubs

because of adverse court orders on its

functioning and in another case notifica-

tion of a nominee of a journalist organi-

zation had been withdrawn on the ground
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that he was not a working journalist. So

distorted indeed was its constitution that

the biggest organization of newspaper

owners refused to send its representative

to the newly constituted Press Council

and one of its editor members resigned

from membership of the Council. 

This situation is naturally causing

concern about the future of the Press

Council of India. Will it continue to

work independently as it had been doing

since its inception or be made to pull

down its shutters and go by the

Government's whims and fancies? The

outgoing PCI Chairman Justice C K

Prasad did just that. First, during the

reconstitution of the 14th term of the

Press Council he threw the PCI Act and

rules in the dustbin and imposed his dis-

sent to be accepted as a decision of the

Council and thus supported the

Government's manoeuvre to control the

Press Council of India. And secondly,

the process of choosing the new

Chairman for the PCI is yet to be initiat-

ed after the second term, with extended

period of six months, of the present

Chairman ended on 21st of November

2021. As a result, the Press Council of

India, a statutory body constituted by an

Act of Parliament to protect the right to

freedom of expression and access to

information, critical to democracy, is

unprecedentedly without a Chairman. 

It is shocking to observe the way the

outgoing PCI Chairman had chosen to

brazenly do away with well-established

procedures and precedents and interpret

the Rules and PCI Act so perversely in

the process of constituting the 14th Press

Council, impacting the credibility of the

Council and the Government. What is

worse was that the outgoing Chairman

had shown his disrespect to the PCI Act

and Rules in not honouring the decisions

of the full Council and playing the

Government's game by projecting his

dissent as a decision of the council with

the sole aim of not accepting the claims

of national unions of journalists to be

represented in the Press Council. 

In its recent report to Parliament on

"Ethical Standards in Media Coverage",

the House Standing Committee on

Communications and Information

Technology said that it was "of the firm

opinion that PCI needs restructuring to

cover all types of media". It also said that

it "should explore the possibility of

establishing a wider Media Council,

encompassing not just the print media

but the electronic and digital media as

well, and equip it with statutory powers

to enforce its order where required." 

The panel also recommended the set-

ting up of a media commission compris-

ing experts, for wider consultations

amongst interested groups and stake-

holders, to build a consensus on how the

proposed media council should evolve.

The Indian Journalists Union has been

demanding and struggling for a long

time for the constitution of the third

media commission to study the present

media scenario  and the creation of a

media council to replace the Press

Council. 

The first Press Commission was

formed in 1952 under the chairmanship

of Justice J S Rajadhyaksha to look into

the factors that influence the establish-

ment and maintenance of high standards

of journalism in India.  On its recom-

mendations, the Press Council of India

was established on July 4, 1966 along

with the enactment of special act in the

name of Working Journalists and other

newspaper employees (condition of

service and miscellaneous Provisions)

Act for journalists in 1955. 

The second Press Commission was

constituted in 1978 under the chairman-

ship of Mr. Justice P C Goswami, who

resigned along with its members, and

then it was reconstituted in 1980 with

Mr. Justice K K Mathew as its chairman.

This commission gave two reports: one,

a majority report, and another by four

members who charged the Commission

with providing weapons to the

Government with which it could "cow

down the press and, if necessary strangu-

late it". 

This Commission was branded as a

"purely political commission" by dis-

senters including Girilal Jain, Editor-in-

chief,Times of India, Rajendra Mathur,

Editor, Nai Dunia, H K Paranjape,

Chairman, Railway Tariff Commission

and S K Mukherjee, former judge of

Calcutta High Court. Due to a third of its

members raising the voice of dissent, the

majority report did not have either the

moral sanction or the legal authenticity

to be used as a cudgel by the

Government.    

We hope that good sense will prevail

and the Government will take corrective

action. It is right time to change the Press

Council into a Media Council and

include all national-level stake-holders

of the media in it with statutory powers

to ensure that the fourth pillar of democ-

racy works with utmost freedom and

independence. This will help survival of

our democracy and freedom of Press.  

Justice C. K. Prasad
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